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LIBRARY – THE EVOLUTION

Open Science







Research results publication



Plan S



European Open Science Policy



European Open Science Policy

The World Economic Forum Davos 2020 Ursula von der Leyen

“Data is a renewable resource as much as sun and wind. Every 18 months we double the 
amount of data we produce, 85 per cent of which is never used” . 



Polish National Science Centre

One of the signatories of PlanS

DMP’s in the project proposals since 2020





Research Data Management 

What is research data:

Research data are the original sources or material that you have created or collected to conduct 
your research project. 

They can be digital or non-digital. 

The response to your research question is based on the analysis of these research data



Research Data Management 

types of data: 

• qualitative (dealing with things numerically) 
• quantitative (descriptive in nature and dealing with the quality, categorization). 

• primary data (original data that arise from a particular experiment or 
observation), which are gathered and maintained by researchers 

• secondary data, often used by researchers but originally created by someone else 

• observational data – data that have been gathered from observing a particular 
phenomenon, 

• experimental data – in contrast – derived from controlled, randomized experiments.



Research Data Management 



Data Citations





Researchers perspective

Research Data Lifecycle
(created by the UK Data Archive)

It covers the lifespan of research data from the moment of its creation through the 
reuse of the data. 



Researchers perspective
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Curator’s perspective

Curation lifecycle model
(created by The Digital Curation Centre)

all the processes and components involved in data curation from an archivist’s 
or a curator’s perspective



Curator’s perspective
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Data management plan

Data Management Plan (DMP)

show how research data will be collected, organized, managed, and preserved during 
the project and after. 



…..a written document describing how DATA of a research project is
managed during the life-cycle.

A DMP is…..?
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Legal issues



Legal arrays





Opendatahandbook.org defines open data as: 

data that can be freely used, re-used and redistributed by anyone – subject only, at most, to the 

requirement to attribute and sharealike.

Opendefinition.org says that: 

open data can be freely used, modified and shared by anyone for any purpose.

As matter of principle, adhere to the habit of making your as open as possible, as closed as 

necessary.

Open Data



Open Data



FAIR Data



FAIR Data



FAIR Data



https://elearning.bits.vib.be/courses/writing-a-data-management-plan/lessons/fair-data/topic/fair-vs-open/





https://elearning.bits.vib.be/courses/writing-a-data-management-plan/lessons/fair-data/topic/fair-vs-open/



https://elearning.bits.vib.be/courses/writing-a-data-management-plan/lessons/fair-data/topic/fair-vs-open/



Open Research Data Repository



Open Research Data Repository

Re3data.org



LIBRARY – THE MISSION

academic libraries serve the academic 
community as important partners in research 

process and information management



Research data services 

“Research data services are services that address the full data lifecycle, including the data

management plan, digital curation (selection, preservation, maintenance, and archiving),

and metadata creation and conversion” (Tenopir, Sandusky, Allard and Birch, 2012).



Data librarian

Data Librarian



Data librarian

Data Librarian



Data librarian – skills
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Data librarian – skills

• comfortable with change, 
• have a service philosophy,
• willingness to learn, 
• discretion, 
• “boundless curiosity”, 
• be adaptable, 
• assertive 
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Data librarian – skills
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Data librarian – skills
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facilitate data sharing,

linked data, 

data management lifecycle,

quality control, 

data processing, 

data management planning

ability to understand and support data storage 



Data librarian – skills
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Data librarian – skills
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enabling access, 

user experience, 

web interfaces, 

Graphical User Interfaces (GUI’s), 

Digital Object Identifiers (DOI’s), 
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Data librarian – skills
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The Bridge of Knowledge



The goal was to create Competence Center which provides expertise and support including 
trainings among scholars about different aspects of Open Science and face to face consultations

and to design and build a platform dedicated to research data generated at the three most 
important universities of Pomerania, which will increase accessibility, coherence and reuse of 
science, knowledge and technology resources

co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund

▪ The Bridge of Data

Multidisciplinary Open System Transfering Knowledge stage II Open Research Data



Open Data Repository – mostwiedzy.pl

• Collect and store datasets from Gdańsk Tech, GUMed and UG

• Indexing datasets in Google Data, Web of Science Data Citation Index and other services

• Technological innovations such as hosting the project on the private computing cloud 
and storing the data on the Ceph Object Storage. 

• NoSQL database – ElasticSearch. 

• Repository allows researchers to perform Big Data Analysis by the Apache Zeppelin GUI 
on the supercomputer Tryton (40.000 cores, 1,5 PFLOPS).



Open Science Competence Center

• Assistance and on-site tailoring training among researchers from all scientific disciplines that 
include Data Management Plan, open licensing or metadata standards

• Workshops regarding different aspects of Open Science as well as scholarly communication 

• InfoKit regarding Open Research Data

• Metadata support

• Journals & Conference Proceedings indexing and publishing support

• Evaluation & Bibliometric support



Data steward



Data steward



Data services roles and responsibilities



Open Science Competence Center - trainings

• Overview of open research data,

• Data Management Plans (national and EU grant applications),

• Legal support (data licensing, data protection, reusing data),

• Using the Bridge of Data Repository (depositing datasets),

• FAIR meta(data),

• Plan S (implications and requirements).



Project "MOST DANYCH"
is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund
within the Operational Programme Digital Poland 2014-2020
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